Pitch Detection of Duet Song using Double Comb Filters
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Abstract—This paper proposes a new method for the pitch detection of a duet song for transcription. The previous pitch detection methods that are considered most for musical instrument sounds but few for sung songs are based on the extraction of the pitch frequencies. But the extraction of the pitches is difficult since the musical sound has many harmonic components. The principle of our method is the elimination of the pitch and its harmonic frequencies. This is performed simply by a comb filter. To adapt the fluctuation of song pitches, we use a double comb filter (DCF). Using two cascade connected twelve DCFs that are connected in parallel and are corresponding to each tone in one octave, we can detect the pitches of a duet song.

1 Introduction

Musical transcription is necessary in musicology field and also one of the interesting targets as application of machine perception and artificial intelligence [1]-[3]. The musical sound is composed of a fundamental (pitch) frequency corresponding to each tone and its harmonic frequencies. The pitch detection plays the most important role for transcription. The previous pitch detection methods that are considered most for musical instrument sounds but few for sung songs are based on the extraction of the pitch frequencies[4][5]. But the extraction of the pitches is generally difficult, especially for polyphony, since the musical sound has many harmonic components, and so complicated signal processing is necessary. To settle this problem, we proposed a new pitch detection method that is based on the elimination of the pitch and its harmonic frequencies [6]-[8]. This is performed simply by a comb filter \( H(z) = 1 - z^{-n} \). By using the cascade connected twelve comb filters corresponding to each tone in one octave and detecting zero-output of these comb filters, we can detect the pitches for polyphonic instrument sounds. But we could not apply this method directly for sung songs, especially for polyphonic songs, because it has the fluctuation of pitch frequencies and strong formant components comparing with pitch ones.

In this paper, to overcome these difficulties, we use a double comb filter (DCF) that has the same extended notch frequency width and connect twelve DCFs in parallel. We show that we can detect the pitches of duet songs by connecting two parallel 12 DCFs in cascade.

2 Characteristics of Sung Song

Figure 1 shows the waveforms and the DFT results of a tone \( A \) of octave 3 (\( A_3 \)) for (a) piano sound, and (b) male’s “Ka” sound in Japanese, respectively. They are composed of a fundamental (pitch) frequency and many harmonic frequencies. Comparing with the instrument sound, the song sound has the fluctuation of the pitch frequency, strong components at formant frequencies and consonant components. These characteristics may make the pitch detection of a song difficult.
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Fig.1 Waveforms and DFT results of tone \( A \) of octave 3 (\( A_3 \)) for (a) piano sound and (b) male’s “Ka” sound.
The amplitude frequency characteristics of is the order of the comb filter. Practically, we use frequency of the tone where

From the frequency characteristics of Fig.2, we can see several comb filters in cascade directly.

Actually, we realize the comb filter by the over-sampling method for the cascade connection of some comb filters, since we cannot connect several comb filters having different sampling frequencies directly. That is, we use a higher sampling frequency $f_s$ instead of the unit delay $1/(1/f_p)$ when we sample the musical sound to digitize. We use the unit delay $z^{-1}(1/f_p)$ instead of the unit delay $z_p^{-1}(1/f_{sp})$ and we approximate Eq.(1) by

where $n_p = 8\cdot[f_s/f_{sp}]$. [an integer by rounding] Practically, we use $f_s = 44.1$ kHz and so the maximum error of the approximate $f_{sp}$ is about 0.18 %. By this over-sampling method, each comb filter has the same sampling frequency $f_s$, and so we can connect several comb filters in cascade directly.

From the frequency characteristics of Fig.2, we can realize that $H_{q,p}(z_p)$ can eliminate the pitch frequency of the tone $p$ of the octave 3 and its harmonic frequencies. Therefore, if the output of $H_{q,p}(z_p)$ is zero when the musical sound is entered into $H_{8,q}(z_p)$, then we can know that the pitch of the sound is the tone $p$. Furthermore, we can know that $H_{q,p}(z_p)$ can eliminate the fundamental frequency $f_{sp}$ and its harmonic frequencies over the octave 4, but does not eliminate $f_{sp}$ and its odd number harmonic frequencies. Similarly, $H_{2,q}(z_p)$ can eliminate $f_{zp}$, but $f_{zp}$ and $f_{zp}$. From this feature, we can detect the octave number of the musical sound.

3.3 Effect of Double Comb Filters

In our method, the pitch detection can be made by the detecting the zero-output of the comb filters. But, owing to the fluctuation of the pitch frequency and components other than its harmonic components, the output of the comb filter cannot show the complete zero. We determine the pitch from the comb filter showing the most smallest output by comparing outputs of comb filters. Therefore it is desired that the output of the comb filter that is for elimination of the pitch and its harmonic frequencies becomes almost zero.

For adapting the fluctuation of the pitch frequency of the sung song, we consider a double comb filter $H_{q,p}^2(z)$, connected two comb filters $H_{q,p}^+(z)$ and $H_{q,p}^-(z)$ in cascade, representing in the following form:

This double comb filter can have some extended width of the notch frequency as shown in Fig.3. Figure 4 shows the effect of the double comb filter that has the smaller zero-output than in a single comb filter.

4 Pitch Detection Method of Duet Song using Double Comb Filters

To detect the pitches of the musical instrument sound, we used the twelve cascade connected comb filters shown in Fig.5, and determined the first pitch of a polyphony from the comb filter showing almost zero-output. Then the comb filter showing the zero-output is moved to the first stage before the comb filter $H_{8,1}(z)$, and again we find the comb filter showing zero-output to detect the second pitch. By this method, we can detect the pitches of any polyphony sound if each tone has different pitch. But for the sung song, we could not detect their pitches correctly using this method, because of the feature of the sung song described in 2.

For the solo and duet song of octaves 3 and 4, we consider the implementation showed in Fig.6 to detect these pitches of the songs. In this configuration, the outputs are obtained through only two double comb filters and the total number of double comb filters is 78.
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Fig. 3 Amplitude characteristics of (a) single comb filter and (b) double comb filter for sound $F_3$ ($n_p=253, \Delta n_p=3$).

Fig. 4 Effect of double comb filter. (a) input sound male’s “A” sound ($F_3$), (b) output of single comb filter and (c) output of double comb filter ($n_p=253, \Delta n_p=3$).

5 Simulation Results

Using the pitch detection system of the duet song shown in Fig. 6 ($\Delta n_p=3, p=1, \ldots, 12$), we processed the duet song of the score written in Fig. 7(a). The input waveform of Fig. 7(b) is sampled by the sampling frequency $f_s=44.1$ kHz and filtered by a lowpass filter that is a six-order butterworth-type filter with the cutoff frequency $f_c=500$ Hz. We carried out the process of the pitch detection every 2200 sample data (about 50 ms). Figure 8 shows the results of the pitch detection. It is realized that we could obtain almost correct results. The difference between the output values of the comb filters corresponding to the song pitches and other output ones was almost three or four times.

6 Conclusions

We proposed a new method for the pitch detection of the duet song. The method is based on the double comb filters and realized by two cascade connected 12 double comb filters in parallel connection. The number of double comb filters is 78. From the simulation results, it was clear that we could obtain the correct pitch detection by the proposed method. But this method uses many double comb filters for triple and more polyphonic songs.
As the next step, for adapting more polyphonic songs, we would like to consider the possibility of the cascade connection method shown in Fig.5 that is used for the musical instruments. The main reason that we cannot use the implementation of Fig.5 for songs is that the frequency characteristic of Fig.5 has a large amplitude in the range from 50 to 120 Hz. We must improve this frequency characteristic using something like a bandpass filter.

Fig. 8 Pitch detection results for the data of Fig.7.
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